METS 2017 in Amsterdam marks the 3rd year anniversary of Zipwake Dynamic Trim Control System since the successful worldwide launch at METS in November 2014.

As from last November we have expanded our worldwide distribution network and are now present in 47 countries with 73 branch offices and service outlets.

Zipwake Dynamic Trim Control System is continuing gaining great interest and awareness around the world among Boat Owners, Boat Builders and Naval Architects, who appreciate that Interceptor technology is the most efficient method for automatic motion control of planing and semi-planing powerboats.

With the addition of the new intermediate and chine interceptors, Zipwake demonstrates its position as the leading manufacturer of Dynamic Trim Control Systems, ideal for powerboats from 20-60 feet.

For detailed information about the Zipwake product range, services and distribution network, please visit: www.zipwake.com